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INTRODUCTTON

ig.
,

The very 'Young child acquires skils

about the 'world zontinuously and at a sta g

a expectatidns

ring rate.

However, learning cannot take place in a vacuum. If the

environment or the child's experiences are not conducive.

to learning, the acquisition of knowledge will be minimlal.

Recognizing that learning patterns are often set when the

child is very young, educators, psychologists, and other

behavioral scientist& have turned a great deal of attention

retntly to growth and development in the early years. One

result of this focus has been an increase in programs for

children and parents, from infancy through the early school

years. Results from these efforts clearly indicate that

the early years Of childhood have a paramount influence in
A

determining the degree of competence that will be evfAlced

as an adult.

This booklet is published by the Rural Education Program

(REP) of the NeTWest Region41 Educational Laboratory in

cooperation ith the National Fedeyation for the Improvement

of Rural,Educatitn (NFIRE). Itis published in the hope

that rural communities will find the experiences of others

helpful in developing early childhood programs of their

,own. TWeive programs currently operating in fural areas

are identified and described herein. The descriptions

are intended to suggest types of early.childhood education

programs that may be implemented in rural areas at reasonable

cost and that capitalize upon the unique characteristiclf



the rural environment. The descriptions are based on

information provided the project directors.

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATLON AND THE RURAL SETTING
A DISCUSSION

Rural areas frequently do not provide early childhood

education, including kindergarten programs. Getting.young

children together for group instruction and training in

sparsely settled areacis often difficult; transportation

is expensive and dependent on weather conditions, local

financing is limited, abdtedistance from the resources

of universities, state and regional centers has curbed
0

,development of the specialized.programs needed for early

childhood education. Despite these prdblem, however, some

positive steps have been taken. The pjactices described in

this booklet illustrate the use of the unique qualities of

the rural environment in offering meaningful early childhood

education oppoitunities.

Studies of the effectiveness of various type& of early

childhood programs indicte that home,-based programs are

bdth productive and practical, and that increased parent-
1/4

child interaction results in greater retention of'both skills

and knowledge. As parents become more aware ofi.the develop-

ment needs of their own preschool child, they become more

able to help other children in4the family. Organized group

programs can only supplement* the enormous influence exerted
0

by the chil

2

parents.



The use of home-based'models for early childhood

education is particularly:suitable in rural areas. The

home is a site that is already available--no extra space

is required. The parents lean; how to more effectively

"teach" their child.through the assistance and support Of a

trained home visitor. The home.visitor comes to them,

eliminating the need to transport children long distances.

The home visitor can also bring resource materials (books,

games, toys, etc.) which can be rotated among many families,
......,-

thereby reducing costs. The home visitor can also serve as
.

T

a link to existing regional resources, local agencies,

colleges, centers, social service organizations, etc.

home-based program merges the orld of the home and th world

of the community and capitali es upon the 'strengths o both.
)

On the other hand, a group program provides Young

children with the opportunity to interact with their peers

and learn certain types of social skills that are more

difficult to learn at home. In order to develop these skills,

children need to deal with othgrs of the same age and size.

-A group program,might be carried out pait of the day°,

several times a week. These programs offer 4n envii-onment

that is child-sized and Anageable, where a child can practice

skills with a minimum of fru§tration and a maximum of adult

support.

_ A major feature o these promising practices is flex-
,

ibility. tty combining gtoup activity with,home intervention,

for example, a community can provide highly effective early

3



childhood education. It is important to remember that

tremendofs variations exist between communities. A program

in one community may not work in its entirety in another.
4

It is important to determine which elements of the progfam

will fit the unique needs and characteristics of each

community. In order to work most effectively, these programs

should be tailored to the needs and concerns of all persOns

involved.

Early childhood education programs provide abetter

chance at the beginning.

In theNfollowing sections, the'steps taken in compiling

this booklet are described, and an explanation of the format

used to present the practices is offered. A conclilding

chapter sums up our observations. This information may

serve as a beginning step towards implementing an early

childhood education program in your community.

A DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURES

Several steps were involved in compiling the information

for this booklet. First, NWREL contracted with Fdutational

Coordinates Northwest in Salem to conduct a search for

promising practices. The program could be center, school,

or home-based. Basic criteria for including practices were:

1. The program is designed to overcome the

limitations of small size and remoteness.
d

2.. The prograth is designed to use the resources

of the rural environment and to take advantage

1 0
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the unique characteristics of'rura

communities.

3r, The program is designed to promfte growth

and'de elopmit in young children rather than

custodial.

4. EVidence exists that program activities are

related to a rationale or philotiahY regardiq

growtti and Irelopment.

Ray Talbert of ECN contacted appropriate personnel in all

State Departments of Education and requested inforNation, on .

programs that might meet the criteria.

Information provided b,* the State Departments was

screened and project)directors of thbse programs which seemed

to meet the criteria were contacted. Small htmoraria were

offeyedthose- willing,to complete an outline designed to

provide more detailed information. This information was

screened; 4nd final choices for publication were

Personnel from those selected programs were agaivontasted

and askedy,,write, for additional 'honoraria, final reports

according tb a format developed by ECN. Finally, these`,

reports were routed to NWREL for screening, editing, and

publication.

The practices selected all,have one or more of 0,

llowing emphases:

1.' Inclusion of community, home, and parent

involvement;

2. Effective selection- admittance criteria;

5



3. -Linkage with outside resources, social

service agencieg.,, community colleges, state

'educational offices, etc.;

4. "Procedures for staff development4(professional

or volunteer);

S. Shared resources and service: between programs

or communities;

6. Development and utilization of creative resource

materials;

7. Innovative use of.facilities;

8.* Articulation with school entfy;'

4'. Coordination with school programs:

In addition, these prograMs meet other specific criteria:

1. They are releliant and useful for the majority

of'small schobls.

2. They can be implemented in rural communities

with primary reliance on the funds and resources

normally available.

3. They are of such a nature that it is possible

to identify indicators of success.

These are practices that work! Although someore tailored

to fit particular geographic and industrial constraints,

they can be adapted to fit local conditions in other areas.

FORMAT

The practices have been divided into three generaF.cate-.

gories,'accorSing to primary emphasis. Wise categories are:

6 1.2



Parent Involventent

in Home Learning

eA

ffi
These programs rely on active. parent

(--
involvement in the home prior to their

children's enrollment in the public

schools'. These programs deal with

such areas as early identification

of learning disabilities, teaching

severely hAndicapped-children -, and

preparing young children for the

classroom setting,

.

- Gioup Teaching These prpgrams are designed to

Practices in provide young'children in rural or
Rural /4711ggs

%
migrapt areas with group social

experiences in a setting other than

the home. They involve such diverse

elements as bilingual educational

training, creative toys and:games/

'and.a learning center on 21:611.-k

Special Programs In addition, we have.included
,

descriptions of two programs that
o

may be 'of use or interest. One of

6

°these has not yet,been put into

operation, but has pr6Ved successful

in testing stages. The other program

lacks eAistinctly rural emphasis.

Both, however, offer potentially

adaptable modeLs in early childhood

education programs.
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EAch description follows the fomat presented below.

TITLE OF PRACTICE

DISTR4CT)CM SCHOOL.

Loclulork

.

T,

,.......- .
0

.., "6' The summary is a brief description of the program.';
.. .- .. ,,,

. . .

It gives Ie. reader an oveiview.

ANTECEDENTS
it

Needs

This part of the ar i.cle spells out the program'svo

rationale, along with a description of the community's

needs or problems. When .appropriate, haCkground informatio

is included.

History of Development

This is an overview of the development of the program

along with, its history vis- a - "vdfs the community. Though it
V N

is only a summary, this.sectlio includes information whidh
r"'

I

might be helpful to someone in erested in using the practi
e '

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRACTICE

8

The/practice in operatio is described.

14

I.
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SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

ThTh is a discussion of any, specific problems that.need

to, taken into consideration, e.g., providing transporta-

maintenance and distribution of special resources, etc.

' VITAL STATISTICS

COS't factO.s, egslpment needs, refefence material, and
f

,

specual stoOdetiaining,needs ore liste4 here.

EVALUATION

this i a summary. of evidence that the practice does

make a diffe ence and that communities adopting this practice

tt,

can expect certain kinds of results.

4_
CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFDRMATION

.;

In some cases, additional information /may be needed.

Contact the ns Listed here.

*
k,

\ :.

These prograOs are presented:in an effort to stimulate

thinking on what is possible. Before any program is adopted,

there needs to bea careful evaluati n of 1 1 needs and
9

resom es. Hopefully,"this booklet' will help in the search

for alte native ways to enhance lear ing opportunities in

the earl years.

1 5 9



NOTE:

. ,

Many of the practices described in' this booklet use funds

provided by the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA),

Title I or 1II. ON was signed into law, in April,; 1965, and

1 Q
provides federal experimental or compensatcpty educational

programs.

The purple Of Title P is to provide financial assistance
1441
to lqcal school districts that serve areas with siloificant'

Concentrations of low income or educationally deprived children.

Title III provides funds for innovative or exploratory programs

in a vber of.differevducation-related areas.

Persons interested in more information about Title I or

III should contact their regional educational service agency,

(the department of ,education in their state, or the U.S. Office

of Education in Washington, D.C.

Qr

10
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TOY LENDING LIBRARY

MURRAY SCHOOL DISTRICT

MURRAY, UTAH

,School

Early Chile ood Education Program in MurrayMurray

School District invqlves preschoolers, agies 2 to 5, in

11/2 hour per week creative nursery prog am for eight

weeks. The parents of these children p ticipate in a

training course which includes discuss tons of child

. development problems and the use of s ecial materials

and take-home games and toys that e hasize creative-

instructional activities. Parents/also have access to

films and books on early childhooS development. ThoSe

whd are unable to attend receive instructional visit

in their homes.

ANTECEDENTS

Needs

0

Due to a variety of factors (economic inability lack

of awareness dr resources, inadequate training or understanding

df child C/eVelopment techniques) many parents are unable to

provide the kinds of experien6es that enrich a child's social,

emotional, physical, and intellectual growth. Because of

these and other reasons, there is an urgent need to provide

compensatory learning opportunities for preschool children

15



and training for their parents in situations where
,

such,o por-
.

tunities are limited.

Overall, there is a need for stronger bonds between

parents and children, more positive self-images in preschool

children, and development of some Of the skills needed for

later success in school.

History of Development

The Toy Lending Library (Early Childhood Program) started

three years ago as an innovative program,open toall the.

parents and preschoolers in the school district in Murray,

Utah.

A number of years ago, this district field tested the

toys developed by the Far West Laboratory and, as a result;

received 60 complimentary sets of each of the eight basit

toys. These ere put to constant and productive use.

Later fu g (Title I) for-the.prograth reqUired that

participants from he district Meet some sort of eligibility

requirements--minori y, 1. income; learning or physical

handicap, etc. There were a number of children in the district

;who fit the criteria and, as the program developed, it was

' modified and expanded to fit their needs.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRACTICE

Although the program is conducted in one particular

school, it,is available to any eligible parents in the

district. Classes are offered fall,, winter, and spring

16 19



during Mornings and afternoons on different days of the week.

,Once eligible children were identified, a total of 130 'enrolled

in the class program. Seventy' -eight parents are involved, and

18 families with 29 children are visited in their homes.

On a typidal day, the parents bring their children' to

the Toy Lend.ing Library (a former kindergarten room) at 10 a.m.

or at 1:3 p.m. Events for the parents are held in a separate

Each parent is assigned a toy bag to carry their toys

back and forth for the course,. All toys are numbered. They

also receive a folder tor' written'materials and instructions.

Back-up toys are available for weekly check`-out.-,"Pre-

schoolers make their own.selections. A special, fide is kept,

indicating who bOrrowed which toy and when.

The instructional activities for the children include

verbal language developmentoncept perception iOrime,

space, and number uses through manipulative basic toys;

orientation to a small group situation within the school; and

creative art and music activities.

The parent classes include role playing, discussion,

filmstrips, and ta esc6n a variety of subjects. These cover

school readiness', verbal expression, manual expression, disci-

pline, praise, social dev lo ment, fears and anxieties, com-

munication skills, buildi trong, emotional health, creativity,

and self-image; as well as specific topics of concern, such
r

as thumb-sucking, toilet training, sleep habits, sibling

rivalry, etc. The entire ,series of the sound fi mstrip set,

"The Parent and the Developing Child" (USBE) hasp shown

20 17



and discussed Several books have been suggested for the

parents, inclUding Bell's Your Child's Intellect, Ginott's'

Between Parent and Child, and Gordon's Parent Effectiveness

Training.

The staff is composed of two teachers with backgrounds

in early childhood development anda certified kindergarten

. teicher assisted by two aides.

Each parent fills out a questionnaire at the beginning

and end of the course offering any sqggestions or insights

that might be useful for future sessions.

SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION.

One of the' most difficult problems has been finding
4

`eligible families and getting them to enroll. Informal

surveys of classes and school recor'ds, combined with the

cooperation of elementary school eachers in the district,

have,partially solved this problem.

Keeping the classes casual and informal encourages

Continuing parent attendance and participation. Follow-up

calls and home visits are often advisable.

There ate a number of educational materials available

to supplement program instruction., Both the Modern Film

Library and the Far West Lab offertapes tr free films perti-

nent to early childhood education.

is
21



VITAL STATISTICS at

N

The budget for the Toy Lending Library includes provisions

for basic toys, filmstrips, cassettes, back-up toys, salaries,

bags, books, folders, initial equipment, booklets for setting

up the program, and school supplies. The cost for these items

has varied between $9,000 and $13,000. Among the most expen-

sive items tate the sets of basic toyS which cost-approximately

$60 per sat. However, it woUldbe,possible to rotate 20sets

among 50 or 60 peopte as the toys (16 not have to be used in

'a specific order.

For the Most part, pr&gram personnel are well acquainted

with early childhood maxerialS and the particular problems of

the district,-as
)

they have been with the program for some

time.

EVALUATION

One purpose of the program is to give disadvantaged

and regular students equal starts or chances for success in

school. Results of the. Test of Basic Experiences (TOBE),

administered to kindergartners in the district, showed "no

significant difference" between regular students and program

participants.

Other tests on parent,growth were administered by a

un ersity, but the results are not yet available.

'p
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CONTACT FOR FURTHER 14ORMATION

Nancy Anderson

0 Toy Lending Library

1165 Range Road

Salt Lalce City, Utah 84117

(801)262-8103.

Murray School District

c/o Dr. Nellie Higbee,

/ Toy Lendiyig Library

147 East/ 5065 South

Murray,4 Utah 84107

23
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HOME-SCHOOL EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION IN RURAL ALASKA /

DILLINGHAM'CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

DILLINGHAM, ALASKA

Involvement with parents in the home environment is the

strength of this program.. Home visits by the early

childhood specialist help convince native parents of

the s,cbqolp concern for their ,child's welfare, Parents

are .shown how to work with their own child for optimal

social, perceptual, and physical development. Develop-

mental. toys and games" are'proviiled4or the chfldren/s

use at home. Once or twice a_week, the child 'and one

parent_pdMe to the early childhood, center at the scAl'ol',

where a collection of materials and activities are

available. Parents are taught how to prepare their

child for later school experitnces, and the childrep

play and interact with other preschoolers. ,

ANTECEDENTS

fr o

Many factors (geographic isolation, poor communication,

and unreliable transportation, particularly in winter) contri-

bute to the inadequate preschool preparationlreceived by

children in this distric1.-t. The area is very remote, served
. ,

only by air and summer barge traffic and, as \I result,

children are 'not able Vb develop a wide base of experiences

24 23



or skillso Gultural factors in the home contribute also to_

.problems in language readiness and poor self-concept.

History of Development

7
The program was created under a Title I grant and

resulted from the recommendations of garents in the community.

The head Start progfam which exis4d previously-in Dillingham.
c;)

'had to be terminated, due to busing costs and limitatiod of

funds. Parents wanted a, replacement for that progrm and

the Home-School Early Childhood project filled that

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRACTICE

The instructor is scheduled for half time in the schoo/

and the rest of the time visiting in the homes. The school

provides a room for develOping materials and activities for

the project.

Visits to individual homes are made for the purpose of

suggesting better health care for the child and working'with .
.

.

, .

paredts AA ways to improve language,ability, perceptions,

and soci/l skills. Developmental toys are left as induce,.
O.

ments to participate in program activities.

)0(At the center, the spec. list schedules classes with ''

three to five students and theirparents. Using,materials

such as a small slide or a balance beam, this specialist can

help test and develop physical skills in the children.

Perceptual development is encolAaged with the use of form

boards, puzzles, etc. Using such toys as tiniature furniture,

24 460



social activities are incorporated into cooking, cleaning,

and child care concepts.

SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION

One problem in Dillingham has beqn that parents had an

Nrerwhelming expectation that the early childhood program

would..be like Head Start. Some gareo-were expecting free

babysitting service and were disappointed when their child

was scheduled in the center only Atce or twice a week. This

was solved by educating the parents to the purposes of the

program. ,Engaging in some preliminary public relations might

be'helful in dealing with this'problem before it occurs.

AnPther problem has,been that the children Wante,d to

attend each day and often came whether or fit they were

scheduled. Again, atlear understanding ahead of time is

necessary to resolve this problem.

Transportation has also been a problem in this area. A

solution to this has beew to provide a taxi for those children

'whose parents cannot bting them to and from the school. A

school car or taxi is also available "-for the specialist's use.

6

VITAL STATISTICS

The - instructor's salary for the year has been $11,652.

Approximately $5,000 is needed for transportation and all

materials. The school provides theToom at little additional

GV
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cost... he funding for .the past tryear has been-entirely with

Title , ESEA,
oR

As the chief ingredient for success is the early child-

hood specialist, it is important that this person be enthu-

Siastic about, assisting children with this type of preschool
7

EVALUATION

The evidence of success" empirical. Parents have

steadily grown more supportive of the program. At the end

of the first year, the:locaf parent committee wasp over-

whelming in its support and recommended contin4ation of the

program.

The development of individual children is quite observ-

able. Many who were extremely backward began to come out of

.)pieir shells, communicate successfully, and interact with

other children. .-J---'-'

.
The most significant growth has been .in social area's and

in accelerated language development. A change of attitude in

the parents, particular in those who were initially hostile,

indicates that there is g eat appreciation for this service.
111)

CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

,Mr. Charles R. White, Superintendent

Dillingham" City School District

Box 202

Dillingham, Alaska 99576

26
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PROJ CT HOME BASE

YAKI SCHOOL DISTRICT

YAK' WASHINGTON,

Project Home Base emphasizes that parents are the fir

; and best teachers of their chilAen. Parent educators

in weekly home visits, explain to parents of young
tz,

children about child development techniques and show 1,

them desitahle teaching behaviors. Parents, usual y

others, are ,:given tasks to work on with their ehil

egarding language, perceptual, and intellectual'ski,11

he assistance of a ,psychologist is also available upo4

quest.

ANTECE ENTS'

Needs

Y kima, Washington, is a large agricUltural ¢enter which

relies n a great-deal of seasonal labor. As f/result both

unemplo ment and public .ssistance payments are high. milies

who fall into poverty categories are scattered,throughout

Yakima ounty. It is often difficult for them to obtain any

kind of xposure to early childhood education. By sending

parent e ucators out into the field, Project Home Base is

ttble to each these famines and help them learn to develop

educational practices for their young children in the home'.

29



,'History of
7
Development

, .

'.,..,

Project Home Base is an offshoot of another home-centered
'If'

../
N.7teachihg approach that has been used previously in akima for -

..\

, school-age children. This program followed to me basic
A

format as Project Home Base, dnly it involved the parents of

/students who were already enrolled in school. Staff members

Fof this earlier project (the Follow Through Pr6gram) identi-

fied 400 homes with p }Idol children whose parents could use

the same services ,

..,

Parents determined areas in which they felt their child

needed specia"1 help and either sought this assistance fom

local)agencies or requeSted it from the Follow Through Program.

Project Home Base was set up in 1971 and received initial
IA

funding through ESEA, Title 'Ty, Section 306_, During 1975-

1976, the program will' serve as a Developer/Demonstration Title

III, Section 306, program to heip and train'possible adaptors

of the home-centered approach to early childhodd education.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRACTICE

.
Project Home Base, which began in 1971, serves 200

i

parents and their preschool children. Project activities

center a,ound a,weekly visit to the homes made by a para-

professional Ilaren% educator. These visits are made during

the day and, as a result, it is generally the mother who is

involves in working with the child, During this visit, the

educator and the parent share observations of the child's
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developjnental needs:' The educator leaves a list of home

learning activities with the parent. These include suggestiOns

for teaching specific tasks to the child, as well as providing

information about such things as child growth and development,

health care, and nutrition.

Information abut child growth and development' is also

presented during periodic meetings of target group mothers.

These meetings are held in private homes and, generally, half

a dozen mothers who share common concerns discuss these with

project personnel. Large meetings to which all mothers are

invited are usually held in a church and feature consultants

in areas related to the development 4nd education of young

children'. 7

The services of a project psychologist are lalso available

to parents on request. The psychologist works with parents

in their homes and helps them assess and meet the developmental

'needs of their children.,

Home learning tasks are the only materials which comp?' se

Oyer 200 tasks havean integral part of Project Home B

been produced by the project during it operation. Each

task is designed to develop specific language, perceptual,

or intellectual skills, and each is aimed at a particular

developmental need. The tasks are selected with regard to

the individual child. These tasks are generally in the form

of games and activities that give the child faCtice in

grouping objects, naming parts of the body, ounting, etc.

Generally, however, the emphasis is on lang age development.

0
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As most of the project's work. is field-centered, both

the staff and the facilities are set up for a home-based

orientation. Although there is a director responsible for

all phases of project management, the majority of the staff

are parent educators. The only facility required by the

Project is sufficient office space. To date, Project Home

Base is currently housed in an unused portion of an elemen-

tary school.

SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION

Some of the Most important considerations for a program

of this type involve. the pre and inservice training of the

paraprofessional parent educators. Two approaches are

employed: training individuals and training parent educators

as a group.

Role playing of the tasks and teaching behaviors before

going out in the field helps parent educators gain confidence.

It is important that the parent is taught how to use the

tasks and games, as the thrust of the program is to enhance

the parent's role as teacher rather t),,an as observer of the

child.

VITAL STATISTICS

The estimated cost of initial implementation of a home

intervention/parent education program, serving 200 parents

and 300cpreschool-age children, is somewhat less than $6,600.

3
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is includes training and equipment but does not cover

salaries.
I

It is difficult to project exact cost figures for
6,

potential adaptors of this program. Factors like the number

of families to be served, the-distances to be covered, the

II

service provided by. the local school district (e.g., adminis-

trativ services, evaluation servA, etc.), they level of

developmental' costs, and local price and wage levels will all

vary widely and will affect the ongoing maintenance costs.

EVALUATION

Ii 1972, tests administered to children who participated

in,Project Home Base indicated that their levels of achieve-

mentiwere substantially higher than those of children who had

not been involved in Home Saseor any other home intervention/
P

parent education program.

Another indication of the successof Project Home Base

is that parents report marked improvement in their children's

language, perceptual, or intellectual skills. Evidence for

this is shown in the children's mastery of 92.5 percent of

the learning tasks.

O
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CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Carol Jackson

Project Home Base

Yakima School District #7

104 N. 4th Avenue

Yakima, Washington 98902
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PROJECT TELEPAC

ATAH STATE UNIVERSITY

LOGAN) UTAH

A specially developed curriculum provides parents with

a set of procedures for teaching their severely handi-

capped child in the home. Twenty-two packages covering

academic skills, self-help skills, and leisure time

activities have been developed. Toll-free WATa lines

provide for direct contact with a project master teacher

for securing supportive services. When possible, a

local program monitor in the rural'community keeps track

of individuals' progress in using the packaged curriculum.

Additional materials available to parents include a

colledtion of "how-to" books`and pamphlets and a

collection of multi-media materials, of which are

provided free of charge.

ANTECEDENTS

Needs

A major problem in teaching or helping the handicapped

hoebound child in rural areas is the lack of specialized

facilities. In urban areas, the population is often large

enough to support a centralized facility which can provide

specialized personnel and services for the handicapped child.

The amount of time and distance required to travel in some
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1 areas makes it difficult to have centiaized facilities

available to these children. TELEPAC is a service delivery

model which relies on parent cooperation, use 't5f telephones,
d,

and instructional packages.

.History of Development

In developing the different components of, ,the program,

a number of factors had to be considered. Among:these were
1,%,.

(1) howhto best utilize local and family resource4s, (2) how

to overcome some of the problems associated withliiistruction

in rural areas, despite limited funds, facilities, and

. availability of professionals, and (3) how to develop a

highly individualized approach, particularly for the severely

handicapped child whose response capabilities are impaired.

Project TELEPAU is attempting to construct a model which

will offer solutions to some of these problems;

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRACTICE

The program depends on a central source of administrative

and instructional management, This is called the Homebound

Handicapped Resource Center (HHRC) and includes a parent,

resource library, curriculum resource unit, multimedia collec-

tion, and extensive telephone system.

The center is located in the Exceptional Child Center at

Utah State University and serves as the base for program

development. and service.
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The curriculum resource unit develops and disseminates

the Parent Involvement Packages. Each package outlines a

format for introducing and teaching an unmastered skill.

Parent Involvement Packages have been written in the areas o'f

arithmetic, language, arts, self-help skills, apd recreation.

A set of books and pamphlets to s .plement the training

needs of parents is available in the ..areht resource library.

These materials are select to give p tical informs ion

and sttggestions.

The multimedia collection provides parents wilt materials

to supplement their involvement packages. The collection

consists of slide/sound sets, films, records, tapes, and

supporting pencil/paper materials that suggest useful 'tech-

niques for teaching a severely handicapped child.

A Wide Area Telephone Service (WATS) line provi s for

a variety of interactions between the parent, the resource

center, local program monitor (LPM), and a variety of

consultant services. Using standard telephones equipped with

intercom speakers is consistent with the resources available

in rural areas.

Many of the interactions between the resource center and

the home are taken over by a local program monitor. The

center attempts to encourage local expertise, independence,

and resource developMent at the local level.

Typically, parents-call the HHRC resource teacher to

request information or help or order a book from the libralir.
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SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION

Thp parent involvement packages may be implemented in

a variety of educational settings without additional suppor-

tive services. The resource library and the multimedia

collection are also resources that can be set up independent

of other cpmponents.

A desOiption of specific considerations will be

completed, based on data from project sites in North Dakota,

and Virginia\ This manual will include specific suggestions

for implementing parts of the program as independent practices

or in a variet of combinations. These specifications will

be available in\June 1976.

VITAL STATISTICS

In June 1974, Project TELEPAC Was funded by the Bureau

of Education for the Handicapped for a two-year period, at

a rate of $180,000 per year. Startup and operational costs

will be considerably less than those needed for development.

Although a precise description of operational costs will need

to await the results of project replications in North Dakota,

and Virginia, a rough estimate of startup costs is approxi-

mately $3,600. This includes the installation of the WATS

line and multimedia collection and putting together 22 parent

involvement packages. Additional costs wbuld include salaries

and costs for duplication of materials, as well as monthly

usage figures for the WATS line.
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EVALUATION
9

The project is now beginning its second year and con-

trolled evaluation data, have not yet been fully collected.

Data collected to date,thowever, are strongly supportive of

the program.

A number of parents participating in Project TELEPAC

were recently interviewed. The results of these interviews
o

,suggest that not only are the packages achieving their goals

=in the specific areas under instruction, but that parents are

using the techniques to teach their children additional skills.

CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Chuck Atkinson, Associate Director

Project TELEPAC UMC-68

Utah State University

Logan, Utah 84322"

(801)752-4100 Extension 7753

1'
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KINDERGARTEN READINESS PACKET

GRASS VALLEY GRADE SCHOOL

GRASS VALLEY, OREGON

The Kindergarttn Readiness Packet was,designed to

encourage parents to teach their children skills which

would help them enjoy a successful kindergarten experi-

4nce. Many parents do prepare their children adequately;

however, many hesitate for fear of teaching the wrong

way. C 1 to the use of the packet is the idea that

parents using these materials will spend more time with

their children.

The Kindergarten Readiness Packet offers suggestions

for enhancing a child's awareness of the surrounding

world, practicing auditory memory skills, and giving

children practice in writing letters and numbers. Each

packet contains games, 'booklets, and magazines and is

available throughout Sherman County.

ANTECEDENTS

Needs

The majority of the parents in Sherman County have had

adequate educational experiences themselves. However, they

hesitate to prepare their children for the first school

experience because they lack the necessary materials and

ideas to do this. The Kindergarten Readiness Packet was
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designed to give the parents a few hints on how to teach

'their 4- and 5-year-olds skills that will result-in a suc-

cessful kindergarten experience.
di

Rural communities often lack opportunities4(nur9ery

schools; day care centers, etc.) for preschool children to

interact in social situations with other children. As a

result, these children often lack confidence in a group.

Giving the child a preview of kindergarten activities can

help to build his or her self-image.

History of Development

Throughout:six years of teaching kindergarten and

primary grades in Grass Vajley, Oregon, it became apparent

to the project's developer that parents were not adequately

preparing their children for school.

The inspiration for the Kindergarten Readiness. Packet

occurred during the 1974-75 school year when the Ei2Er.290-Ir

developer attended a teacher training session. As part of

the class project, she began to compile a list of materials

Ifand resources w ch would help p'are ts in the community

prepare children for school.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRACTICE

Mothers of preschool children were invited tqthe Grass

Valley Grade School to receive the packet and havt its appli-

cation and use explained to them. Next year's (1976-1977)

kinderg;rten students from the district also received packets

at this time.
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The packet includes :a brief letter of introduction dr

the parents and a list of.general and physical character stics

which the child should acquire before or shortly after hool

entrance. The list was taken frown Teach Your Child tdTalk:

A Parent Handbook.

Four areas for practicing auditory memory are incl ded

.for the parent to-use with the child.. These include nursery,

rhymes, songs, singing games,' and. finger plays. Only a,

items 'are selected for use in each category. The sele tions

are chosen to emphasize the parents,' knowledge of the m terials

and to encourage the use- Of as many items as possible., The

er plays not dnly include training for auditory memory,

but the help the children
,

,,.earn to count..

q i 1

Charts Te included fot.lcoloring.
,

They are composed of
. -

squares and 1 ts -to help 4quaint the,child with the di ferent

kinds of colors rimary, secondary, black, white, etc.).
..,

To help pare ts teach .411 ir children to write tames d
1

'numbers, mimeogra hed pages s

d lower-.c

the foil-

tion of the upper

well as) pages sho

through nine ,(9)..,k,

Houghton Miff

How You Can Help,

it and follow sugg

Also in the p

4t7tO-dots,, Cbiori

Let's Fld Out

in's boo

$ includ

scions.

ket are

owing t e correct letter forma-, -

se alph bet arc included, as

ationo numerals zero (0)i:fn.%

et,"You Child and Readin

and par nts are urged to read

number off games for children,

g pages, and copies\of Scholastic Magazine's,
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The packets con ain a minimum of materials. However,

parents will spend co isi.derable time /with their children if

these it ms are used.

SPECIFIC ONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION4

The K ndergarten Re diness Packet was designed for a

rural "Midd e Americ his area is not disadvantaged and

is mostly po ulated by sta le families with normal: active

children. Th- parents can and usually do provide their

, children with any eniichin experiences when.given encourage-

ment, suggesti ns, a few mat

parents simply 'eed to know t

'resulting in mor one-to-one p

The program nitiator shou

questions and supp

general knowledge

situations, good co

11.0

program initiator01

rials, and resources. These

at theycan teach their children,

rent-child contact.

d be availablej, to answer

y additional resources. Besides having a

f the children's backgrounds and home

unication bet een the parents and the

s essential. Pa ents need to be reminded

that their chilli is a

may or may not te appr

to caution parents not

de'velopment. Time and

able points.

VITAL STATI'STICS

ahe,cost -of the program W s absOrbed by the Grass Valle

School District., Preparation.pf a packet format was an

individuaiTtherefore, packet materials

priate for ca child. It is important

or panic out a child's

encouragement are the two most favor-
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Individual' effort, with doperation from the Grass Valley

. School Board, administration, faculty, and staff. Faculty

members volunteered their time in production of the packet.

Unlisted ref(erences used are teacher-made materials,

nursery rhymes, and familiar songs and singing games.

DUplicating masters for the alphabet are .available through

Continental Press. The numerals Aed are from Addison-Wesley

Publishing Company.

EVALUATION A

At present, comments from satisfi parents are the

Primary evidence of the success of the 'ckets. It is

,anticipated that within two years, meas ble evidence of

the program wilf be apparent. hu

CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Mrs. Katherine Christiansen

P..0. Box 104
Ala

Grass Valley, Oregon 97029

(503)333-2268
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PROJECT EARLY-IN

UNION COUNTY INTERMEDIATE EDUCATION DISTRICT

LA GRANDE, OREGON

Early identification of leayning disabilities one

of the primary goals of the EarigOntervention Project

for Children and Parents (EARLY-IN). Funded by Title III

in behalf of six Union County school districts, the

project provides county-wide early identification of

these disabilities and intervention through a home

instruction process. Diagnostic identification is

conducted through group screenings. After the target

pdpulation is identified, paraprofessional..home trainers

visit families in the community and prescribe techniques

and materials geared to each child's needs. At the

conclusion of the home instruction period, tests are

administered to measure gains in developmental skill

areas.

ANTECEDENTS

Needs

Union County is a rdral area composed of several school

districts too small to implement effective and comprehensive

early chil hood programs. PreschOol programs in the county

consist of,Head Start, with an enrollment of 15, and the
4mc,

Eastern Or-go State College laboratory school program, with
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an enrollment of SO. Both programs are located within the

city of La Grande. In other areas of the county, the number

,of private, school programs has grown Over the past two

years, but beca/use they rely heavily on tuition\feei for

operation,, many children cannot afford to attend. These

programs also cover a wide variety of methodology, teacher

training, and facilities.

In the past, many children in Union County have entered

first grade with no readiness experience at all. Through
,

the efforts\of the EARLY. -IN project, these children; and
) A

children with learning or physic(a), handicaps who are iden-

tified as high risks, will.be-able toacquire the needed

developmental skills for a successful school experience.

History of Development

n 1971, the Union County Intermediate aucati.On DistriCt

(IED) received funds to finance in-depth' testing.of a small

group of preschoolers, with a six-week, followup home instruc-

tion- program°. The approach roved successful and a screening

p r m for 4- and 5-yearrold children was later developed

with prescriptive activities and home teaching plans.

These early efforts were assisted pith 'materials from

federal projects which had hen funded under the Handicapped

*4" Children's Early EduCation Program. While none of the dels

exactly fit Union County's needs, each program suggests 7
,

useful components. .
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PRACTICE

The EARLY-IN staff is composed of six members who are

.selected on the basis of their experience in working with

young children.

Project staff are required to participate in, two weejcs

of intensive icservice training at the start of the project

year. One day per week is used throughout'tbe year for

further training as specifttneeiks are expressed. .

Eligible children throughout the county are identified.

In widespread and intensive local media coverage, parents of

preschool children are urged to contact the IED office.

Once a list of eligible children is established, a form .

letter is sent to each parent explaining the puiposeand value

of diagnostic screenings and requesting their participation.

Accompanying the letter is an invitation for the child

which giveS the time and location of the screening party.

The diagnostic screenings, scoring, and dissemination

of results require approximately three months. The screening

tests cover the areas of vocabulary, color identification,

figure drawing, counting, reproducing shapes, and visual and

auditory discrimination. Besides testing the children, staffs,

members aSsess motor development, speech and language

development, and vision, Each screening concludes 'with

stories and finger plays. Children receive IED Club buttons

and party favors. Thip party atmosphere helps create a non-
4

pressured,,testing sitvtion for the child.

11 4
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Parents attend group meetings conducted by the project

,

coordinator: Explanations test results are offered, as

well information on early childhood development Old growth.

In scoring the re3ults, if a child performs below chronological

age expectancy in four or more test areas, he or she becomes

a candidate for prescriptive instruction.

Following these activities, the home instruction phase

of the project begins. Home trainers' assignments vary

according to number of severe cases and the geographical

location, Travel time is a factor in case assignment because

of ti-1 long distances required to reach some of the children's

homes, °

Parents are contacted by the home trainer and an appoidt-

ment is made for the purpose of explaining the screening

results. On the initial home visit, parental commitment is

obtained, observations are made on the child's family,back-
.

ground, and gdals for the instructional program are set.

Each week, the home trainer visits the parent and child

to deliver materials, demonstrate teaching techniques, and

check the child's progress. Materials are prescribed sequen-

tially by skill area and focus upon the weaknesses indicated

in the child's screening' test.

These materials are prepared by the project coordinator

from a variety of sources. The home trainers are responsible

for selecting materials which will meet the needs of the

individual child. Parents receive the materials, carry out

the instructions, and assess their child's performance.,

50
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At the conclusion of the home instruction program, the

children are posttested with the same screening test and gains

are recorded on a seco;id profile. Recommendations are made

regarding the child's learning pace and ability. If special,

services are needed in addition Leo home instruction, referrals

are made to the proper agency.

\
SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION',

Facilities, materials:and staff selection are the most

critical areas of concern. The EARLY-IN staff is housed in

;he Union County TED building, and facilities for screenings

range from church basements to elementary school libraries.

It is important to communicate accurate information

about the intents and purposes of the project. Testing

a
young children is controversial in many areas and it is

critical to clear up any misinterpretations. It is imperative

that project objectives be defined and effectively commuhicated

through the community.

VITAL-STATISTICS

While a detailed cost analysis has not been established

to date Title III ESEA funds are currently being used for

project operation. The project has operated in the past on

a budget of $15,000; however, this requires using volunteers

in many instances. Instructional salaries comprise the major

portion of the budget..

43
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EVALUATION

Reports indicate,that piojec objectives are being
il'

accomplished and that projectgoa s, processes,oar outcomes

appear to be entirely compatible with the needs and. expec-

tations of the community. Unanimous support of the EARLY-IN

project from every district in Union County is the'best

indication of success.

CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Joan L. Grant, ProjeCt Coo'rdfntor
rr

Project EARLY-IN

Union County Intermediate Education District

1100 K Avenue

La Grande,'Oregon 97850

1, (503)963-4106
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TRAINING MIGRANT PARAPROFESSIONALS IN THE

BILINGUAL.MINI HEAD START PROGRAM

INTERMEDIATT SCHOOL DISTRICT'

EPHRATA' WASHINGTON

The purpose of this project is twofold: Bilingual

migrant adults are trained to teach young childrpn,

and educational day care services are provided on a

4

continuing basis for the children of migrant and

seasonal farmworkers. The training is done on a

daily, on-the-job basis by professionals who provide

a crash course during the slack season to the teacher-

trainees, many of wham have had minimal formal

education. Evaluations have shown that children who

have participated in the project show marked improve-

ment in language competency, preschool concepts,

math, handwriting, and reading.

ANTECEDENTS

Needs

The Bilingual Mini Head Start Program was developed to

address several issues regarding educational services for

.migrant children. These entered around providing educational

continuity to children whose parents were continually, on the

move, by using the adults who travel with them to provide

that continuity, without sacrificing quality. It is also

important to deal with some of the long-range issues and
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benefits in a program that is designed to be short-term and

History of Development

In 1968, a Head Start study determined that very few

migrant preschool children actually got enrolled id Head

Start programs or attended sessions for more than 25 days.

The migrant work season (April through October) coincided

with the period of program operation, and because of the

need for migrant families to travel during this time, many

unsuccessful attempts were made to re-establish these pre-

school children in other educational activities or programs.

The Bilingual Mini Head Start Program was launched in

1971 and concentrates on training migrant adults to teach

the preschool children among groups of families travelling

together. It was found that this procedure enables the
+a.

children to take part in a continuous educational system,

capable of delivering indiitiduAlized instruction in remote

and geographically dispa.Ott locations to both pre-school and

.school-age youngsters.

DESCRIPTIQ OF THE PRACTICE

Each migrant teacher is trained to-be responsible for

the-care and education of six children. It is their job to

give the children-their meals (breakfast, lunch and an

afternoon snack), as well as daily lessons in arithmetic,

reading and language (both English and Spanish). Cultural
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heritage is stressed, alorig with cooperative and creative

play activities, and basic good health habits.

Along with the teacher-trainee, each center includes a

Site Coordinator who is responsible for general operations.

This person keeps records, locates space, determines licensing

requirements; arranges for supplies, meetings, and 'parent

contacts, as well as necessary support staff, such as cooks

and drivers.

Also at the site is a professional trainer who works

with the migrant trainees until they are capable of working

with the children on their own. In addition to an intensive,

off-season training program that concentrates on in-service

techniques and the development of specific teaching'skills,

which can be accomplished while they are settled in one

place, the trainees are enrolled in two classes in early
1

chil hood education at a community college. The trainees

begin work with the children at the same time training is

goi g on..

The project as a whole is administered by-a Project

Ma ager and theDirector of Education. These persons are

r sponsible for matters regarding funding and educational

upervision. .The project also relies on the services of an

evaluator to observe the progress of both the children and

the teacher-trainees.

rmlJo
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SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION

Th greatest concern in an interstate program is findini

a iourc of. funds. If the migrant group stays within one

state, funding problems will be minimal. However, most

migrants do not confine themselves to one state and this

fact often makes it difficult to obtain state or local

funding. With most deral funding, certain guidelines must-

le
a

be followed, such a setting up a parent advisory committee

or pblicy council to help selthe teacher-trainees,

following certain proCedures for determining eligibility,

or keeping records in a particular way. / N.

Another consideration is to find the right target

population with migrancy patterns that fit the program.

When clusters of families with six or more children are

found that generally follow the same patterns, trainees can

be recruited who will also follow that pattern.

Adequate training methods must be developed. In this

project, the teachers are trained through the use of demon-

strations, role playing, lectures, and discussions. Individual
41

conferences with the trainer are also useful.

In order to make the programs responsive to the n eds of

the individual sites, the project has developed produ is in

the following categories: training materials, teach'ng

manuals, testing instruments, curricuium'Materials, and

///

management instruments.
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IT4 SOTISTICS

Although spOIfic costanalysi

available until t e las, quarter of

sources 'of funds w '11 bel needed for

Project admin 'strat

Day cat servi es to children

Training

on

Parent and(or c munity involvement

Materials develoirent,
\

ill Mos6ik not be

1976 fiscal year,

following:

Evaluation
.

During the 1975-1976 project ,ar, one of.t

'to
r
do a detailed arialysi,.,of casts so that

\tion will be available.

A preliminary analysi ha; \ evealed'that

..
child for all of the above onsid raotions is r

*-
per year. However, this fig re i ludes a grea

developmental and trial-and- ror cost which nee
;

objectives i

urateinforma

incurred by-an adopting- agency.

EVALUATION

e cost per

hly $3,000

eal' of

t be

The project has been nation4py re ognized as b

dence ndicates that

in-natioriw dt

nguage competency,

highly effective. $tatistical'ev

project students haye demonstrated

standardized testing in the areas o

preschool concepts, math, handwriting and

OA)
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CONTACT FOROURTHER INFORMATION

Loui`se Gustafson

Project Manager ,

Bilingual Mini Head Start

Box 1367

Pasco, Washington ,993o2

(509)547-8442
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SOUTH DOUGLAS COUNTY'EARLYCHILDHOOD/EDUCATION PROJECT

SOUTH UMPQUA SCHOOL DISTRICT

MYRTLE CREEK, OREGON

The objectives of this early /childhood education model.
,,,

are (1) to provide approlfriate leatniig experiences for

three-, four=-, and five-y r-lolds'in cognitivd, psycho-

, motor, and affective area , (2) to provide individual

learning programs for ha

7
icapped children, and (3) to

provide group learning experiences for the prbject

children. To achieve'tliese objectives, the program

relies on bi-weekly dme visits by paraprofessionals
,/

who distribute activity packets and learning materials

to parents. In addition, the project staff conducts

centrally located gr up activities, called "reading

parties," every.six weeks for parents. and children,

and a four-week (haAf day) summer school Jor incoming

first graders who participated in the project.

ANTECEDENTS

Needs

An assessment of the educational needs of children in

the South Douglas County area indicated that a high percentage

of students were entering school with performance abilities

in cognitive,-affe0ive, and psychomotor areas far below the

level of expectaTn for entering first graders.
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A more formalized study conducted the following year

showed that from one third to one half of the children in

grades 1, 2, and 3 were peiforming, within the lowest 4bartile

in basic language and mathematical skill areas and that the

drop-olft rate of high school stuclah_Leianged from 11 to 25 per-

cent over the previous five years. As a result, the'community

decided that preschool education which directly'involved the

home was vital in alleviating future learning problems.

History of Development ti
A pilot program was implemented during the 1970-71

academic year. Its success led to a similar early childhood

education prpgram on a districtwide basis. The project was

set up 4s a model which met two basic' criteria. It had to

be cost effective and it had to deMonstrAe-improved student

achievement in the basic skill areas.
e.

Underlying the project is the assumption that parents

can be effective teachers and that, in partnership with the

Schools, they can stimulate the educational growth and

development of their children. The other basic intent of

the project is to maximize the individual differences and

capabilities of each child.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRACTICE

Th
An office was set up, central to the program area.

Mothers from the district, who served as community coordina-

tors, visited participating families every two weeks. They

64
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distributed and explained the learning package, helping

parents when necessary, and
t

suggested other activities:

These community coordinators participated in two weeks

of preservice training just prior to the beginning of the

project operational year. In addition, weekly inservice

training sessions.were held throughout the year.

Besides the home visits, "reading parties" were held

e ery six weeks for small groups (6-8 people) to develop the

ab.lity of children to work and learn in a group setting.

Parents were given an opportunity to share their experiences

in teaching their children with each-other and with staff

members.

The component of the program dealing with handicapped

4 children used the same general process described above.

Initially, the community coordinators visited the homes of

these children two or three times a week. As parents and

cgildren.became familiar with the learning package, home

visits were then offered on a weekly basis. The children in

thi component were selected in terms- of their educational

skill deficiencies rather than physical ones. These defi-

ciencies were identified by the parents and any special

educational materials necessary were provided by the program.

The management staff consisted of a full-time project

di ector, a supervisor of community coordinators, an evaluator,

and a part-time curriculum designer. They provided the basic

di ection, development, and coordinatit of the project.

Parents determined the kind of.learning materials and the

manner in which they were to be used.
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SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION

lOne0/Of the most important considerations was developi5lg

a curriculum for the project. It was necessary to devise

learning packages that could incorporate daily, family

activities on an easily individualized basis and yet remain

consistent with standarcPchild deVelopment techniques.

The management staff compiled a base of materials for

the project lessons.' These materials were then organized

into.different categories and levels of skill development.

.A central consideration in compiling thes materials was to

prepare a curriculum that was enjoyable to teach and use.

However, one problem was that.the staff often lacked the

theoretical and experiential background to develop the type

of curriculum that met the individual needs of parents and

children involved in the program.

During the second year' of operation, "curriculumr
committees" were 'formed to comment upon and offer suggestiOs

for modifying lesson% and operations of the project. These

committees were a vital kink in establishing an educational

partnership between the school and community. They also

helped in addressing some of the development considerations

mentioned earlier.

It was important to define the acceptable and unaccept-

able aspects of the curriculum. Some indication of the

enthusiasm and interest of the Irrticipants was obtained

from their many suggestions. These ideas were subsequently

included on a separate page in the lesson packets.
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VITAL STATISTICS

The capital outlay expense for the project is minimal.

It is assumed that al building exists which the staff may use.

The cost of curricmium materials, including both lesson

activities and resource library materials, averages about

$28 per year per child.

The model allows for more flexibility in terms of opera-

tion, time of participation, and learning experiences provided
0

than iS USually available in a-gore traditional type of pre-
,' 'C

school eiVerience.

With respect to the shortcomings of this model, there is

,_some difficulty in locating and assembling prepared curriculum

materials which are directly applicable to a home teaching

situation. Pretraining and on-the-job training are required

for the paraprofessionals involved, and some means of trans;

portation must be available for the community coordinators.

EVALUATION

Evaluation of the performance of first grade children

who had,not been involveA in a concerted preschool educational

progrlos iam indicates that there is considerable room for the,

learning of school-related skills at the preschool level.,

Children who participated in the early childhood education

project for a given period of time showed statistically

significant improvement in tests designed to measure program

success.
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It was also deterMined that there was a direct relation-

ship between the length of the child's participation and the

mastery of certain skills (cognitive, social, and psychomotor).

In the specialized component of the program dealing with

handicapped children, accomplishments are somewhat more

difficult to measure and project successes are on an

dual basis. While there is a basic core of curriculum-.

materials, the educational program designed for a particular

child is highly personalized. For example, a child who had

never walked is now able to take five steps by himself and a.

3-year-old who only grunted or cried now has a speaking

vocabulary of 15 words.

In a Parent Survey Questionnaire, parents from both
41,

faction. One surveycomponents of the project expressed sa

revealed that over 85 percent of t, respondents felt that

most of the lessons were fun to teach and were enjoyed by

their children.

CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION'

Mr. Samuel Nutt

South Umpqua School District No. 19

P.O. Box 649

Myrtle Creek, Oregon Q7457

(503)863-3175
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THE"EARLY LEARNING PROGRAM

PLATTE CANYON SCHOOL DISTRICT; NOS 1

BAILEY, COLORADO

3he Early Le rning Program is directed toward meeting

the educatiol eds of young children living in sparsely

populated regions. Tree enters were established in
..,

September 1974; within' the Platte Canyon SchOol

Each center is used one morning per week for a program

df preschool education, parent discussion, and education ft

at child pdt'e for children under 31/2 years. In addition,

the parents are learning to co tively supervise play

groups for th= chi

High school students assist the parents andlthe profes-

sional staff, serving as aides in the preschool classes

and providing child care for the infants and toddlers.

'These students receive instruction in child development

and earn school creditg, coordinated through the career

education program in their high schools.

Nor

A van transports the teaching staff, equipment, and

materials used in setting up the centers. Because the

equipment is Loaded on and off the van for each session,

it has been carefully selected to be light-weight.

Besides the materials for the Early Learning Program,

it houses a lending library of toys, learning games, and

parent education books.
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ANTECEDENTS

Needs

On the basis of achievement scores, it is evident that

geographical and social isolation have prevented children in

the Platte Canyon istrict from folly developing necessary

learning and language skills. The project gives preschool

children learning experiences in a non-school setting and

will attempt tVe8relo0 their cognitive, social and communi-

cation skills.

Because of the district's dispersed communities, Low

population density, and limited space, facilities, tradi

ways of providing a stimulating learning environment, such

,

as establishing a set preschool center, have not been feasible.

The needs in the Platte Canyon were for educational

, resources that could convert community centers or homes into

stimulating learning environments.. It as also important

. for parents of preschool children to initiate learning acti-

vities in the home, and for all members of the community to

develop and identify resources which will allow them to carry

on the program when funding ends. The project directs atten-

tion to the training of the parent, as well as the child,

and utilizes the resources of home and community as learning

centers.

The state of Colorado has cited the need to provide
41

children with more appropriate preschool experiences than Are

now available. Emphasis should be on combining community and

GI
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school resources and providing, arent edusation for preventing

and reducing school failu

History of Development

During the 1972-1973 school year, the district's Account-

ability Committee identified the development of basic skills

and proficiency in communication as major goals of district

educational programs. Meetings were held to inform people

and obtain their suggestions for the most effective procedures

for obtaining these goals. Planning sessions, which included

an outside consulting firm as well as parents, school person-

nel, and early childhdbd specialists, led to a proposal for

an Early Childhood Program in the Platte anyon School District.

In July 1974, after the proposal was approved, an early

childhood specialist was hired as project coordt.nator. Later

in the summer, a teacher was employed for the preschool

component of the program. A van was purchased and customized.

Materials were acquired and sites were identified. A summer

program included preschool age children and parents who would

be participants in the Early Learning Program.

When the prograd began in September, it became obvious

that par.ents with very young children could not attend without

bringing them along. Two high school students were added to

the staff to serve as aides and'help with child care. The

students assumed increasing responsibility as they learned

new methods of workipg with young children. They also parti-

cipated in staff and planning sessions throughout the year.

6 5
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PRACTICE

Each of the three centers, a church, a private home, and

a-summer camp, was open for a parent, preschool, and child

care program one day per week during the school year, 1974

1975. Approximately SO parents (p4imarily mothers), 60

preschool children, and 20 toddlers attended the program.

A group of 40 parents and their children were consistent in

attendance and support. A total of 12 children per session

was considered the optimal number for the staff.

The center opens on a typical day at 8 t.m. Two staff

members and high school assistants do the necessary chores

lo get the center operating, such as setting up chairs,

starting a fire to get the building warmed up, or unloading

the vhn. As parents arrive, they help with unloading and

setting up. Once this is completed, both parents and

childten are involved in an/unstructured time to play or

chat. Beginning the morninvthis way is designed to provide

a transition MOW home;to the group or school environment for

both parents and children.

Later in the morning, the parents and the project coordi-

nator meet to plan coming events and hear any special reports.

A program or lesson4-is then presented which may include such

topics as the develoPental stages of children, sex pducation,

how children learn,,nutri,tion, etc.

During grOup activity, the parents join the children in

the preschool area for observation and demonstrations from

the early childhood specialist on ways to extend learning at
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hOme. Children are allowed to take materials used during

these lessons home to use with their parents.,

Following group activity, the early childhood specialist

discusses specific concerns with parents. The project coordi-

nator helps the Children with snack time, clean up, a story,

and other activities. At 12:30, the van is loaded up and the

session is over.

During the 1975-1976 school year, the proposal has been

expanded to inclue the preparation of a manual for use by

parents assuming leadership in the program. The staff is

being expanded to two full-time positions to .provide for

preparation of the manual.

a

SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION

The program was designed to have mandatory parent attend-

ance. While parents of preschoolers in Platte Canyon were

anxious to have their children participate in a school experi-

ence, there was some resistance to being required,to attend

themselves. At the same time, there was a need for a place

for parents with young children to meet and there was no other

orgaRization in the community that provided this.

Arf advisory committee, composed of two representatives

from each center, three community members, and representatives

from the elemWary school, helped people focus upon their

objectives for the program.

There was a desire for the children to have more social
1

interaction than one half-day session would permit.
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Consequently,,the staff is training parents to conduct play,
AL

grou
,i

ps n the centers with the children on the day after the

egular program.

t important to6recognize the need for active partici-

pation from the ver' beginning from parents and members of

the community. It has peen an VOlvikng process in Platte-A

Canyon for people to be ready to express commitment to this

kind of prograM.

Other organizational details which must be conside,ed
o.

are bUying, and customising a van,'selectirig materials
'

,finding

siAes, buying adequate insurance, 4setting up ah advisory

committee, and developing good working relationships within
as

the community.

VITAL STATISTICS

During 1974-1975, the program was funded through ESEA

Title III and NDEA. The total cost'of the van and materials

was approximately $8,500. Other expenses i Cluded salarieS,

fringe benefits, dnsurance, maintenance, cohSultants, travel

expenses, and administrative costs. An additional school syste

commitment was the use of school facilities as "home base."

The most significant increases for the 1975 -1976 budget
I

are provisions for the project assistant to work full time

and for inservice training for parents and staff. The

tY

increased expenditure is planned to provide for preparing
'to

community residents to conduct the program with the help of

only one professional. Thus, it is anticipated that the

budget will decrease in the future.
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Manx c mmunity resource people have cont\ibuted to the

'program. The public health nurse has led a series of discus-
\

sion on ,sex edijcatio'n., and health volunteers conducted

scree ling for file ghildren, The school speech therapist and

psycho\ogis haliv been available for referrals.
V \

\

EVALUAT I 4

,*
The most obvioA indication that the program is 'meeting

the needs of the community is that participants attend
s

regularly anctthat.the,a;e enthusiastic abOut the prograi.

Growth in the children's\idevelopment has been recorded through-

out the year ar4 the staff\is pleased with these observations.

Tests given to childreh bkve and aft'er their partici-.
;

tion in the Early Learning\PrOgram indicate significant

rovement. One goal..is to kind a test which can accurately

ss all areas of growl' .

questionnaire given out tot). parents showed that they,

ha6e

home ap

communit

fined an understanding of 'rly childhood education and

lication skips as a result ,of the program. A

questionnaire showed that residents' &Clothe Platte

trict are highly supporeive of the Early Learning
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CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Ms. Harriet Parker. Becker, Coordinator

Ms. Mary, Virginia Vegrzyn, Early Childhood Specialist

Early Learning Program

Platte Canyon School District No.

P.O. Box 158'

Bailey, Colorado' 80421,

(71
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EVANSTON PRE-KINDER RTEN'PROGRAM

EVANSTON SCHOOL DISTRICT

EVANSiOtly WYOKING

The vanston Pre-Kindergarten Program was developed as

a result of parent involvement in the on-going community

education program. The program stresses active parent

involvement .in developing readiness and social skills

in preschool children. Classes are held in the elementary

school under the auspices of the Evanston Community

Education Corporation. In preschool groups, children

hear stories, play together, and pdrticipate in language

development, creative art, and other school readiness

activites. Special assistance is pro7ided in the way

of tuition subsidies and home visits by the teacher.

ANTECEDENTS

Needs

A large number of elementary school ,chifdren in Evanston

aretfunctioning below grade level expectancy. This is a

result of a variety df factors: emotional ,digturbance,- mental

* 0

retardation, cultural deprivation, poor classroom instruction,

and lack of adequate social adjustment. School records

indicate that approximately 37 perceat,oT the incoming students

suffer from one or more of these disorders., A rough survey

found that 80 percent of the pre-kindergarten students'had

never had a story read to them by, their parents:
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History of Development

The state of Wyomihg has no proYisions for financial

support for kindergarten programs and, as a result, existing

ones in Evanston were insufficient to meet all the needs for

preschool education in the community.

Initially, the Evanston Pre-Kiadergarten Program, was

organized on a voluntary basis in conjunction with the Uinta

County public library. The program providtd preschgol day

care and learning experiences for approximately 65 children,

two or three times a week. Eventually, community demand

outgrew the facilities at the library and the program was

moved to the elementary school.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRACTICE

The main purpose of the project is to provide meaningful
o

activities' for preschool children, ages three to five, in

order to develop skills needed in reading, math, and art

during the primary grades. Parents are involved in school

and in home teaching-counselling activities.

The program operates largely with volunteer labor. The

only paid staff member is a certified elementary school

teacher with training at the pre-kindergarten level.

Until recently, the program operated half-days, three

times a week. However, a recent grant, enables the teacher

to be on full contract, and plans call for the program to

operate full time, 10'months a year.
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The program relies heavily on community volunteers and

resources. Local residents have donated materials such as

games, tables, sand boxes, etc., and others have volunteered

their time telling stories, describing their jobs, or showing

and explaining items of unusual interest.

One day each week is set aside for home visits by the

teacher. The purpose of'these visits is to encourage parents

to work with their children in developing some of the necessary.

skills. The importance of home-centered education is stressed

and parents are sham how to make simple toys and how to

utilize inexpensive materials to enrich and stimulate their

children at home.

The number of attendance days for a given child is
4

determined by the parents and teacher. The enrollment

fee for each child is $15 per month. In the case of low

income families, the Division of Social Services pays

'tuition" costs.

A snack is served by the school food service in Mid-

morning and mid - afternoon.

Guest speakers for parents are provided during the

afternoons and evening to encourage participation.\

SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION

Students who are not ready for the regular kindergarten

are encouraged to attend the pre-kindergarten program. This

results in a number of learning disabled and special education

students participating in the program. Special assistance is
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pro ided in the'areas of speech and hearing, learning 'dis-

abilities, and psychological services. The state mental

hospitalgalso cooperates in the delivery of special services.

Social services are made available for eligible parti-

cipants throu h the local social service office and school.

To increase parent and community awareness of the program,
4

a monthly newsletter is distributed throughout the area.

VITAL STATISTICS

Funding was arranged through e and local agencies.

Besides the erous assistance of volunteer labor and local

business contributions, financial resources used in supporting

the program come from local matching funds, services and

supplies from the school district, and federal and state

funding through the Wyoming Community Services administration.

The county social service agency pays 50 cents per hour

tuition for indigent families.

EVALUATION

Testing and evaluation of the program is conducted by

an outside organization. Children are screened, using the

Denver Development Screening Test and the Peabody Picture

Vocabulary rest to prescribe individualized instruction

, appropriate to the child's needs.
jt

Alth*gh evaluation data are not precise, subjective/

evidence indicSres that parents, teachers,'and social service
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representatives are satisfied with the children's progress

and see it as\ a direct result of program participation.

CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Douglas A. McCombie

416 19th Street

Evanston,'Wyoming 82930

(307)789-9006

(307) 7 -3826
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STRATEGIES IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICE AGENCY

WAUPUNJ WISCONSIN

Upon entering kindergarten all students undergo a

comprehensive screening program (which focuses on

auditory and visual perception and motor and language

development). Parents are selected and trained to

administer the screening. The results of the screening

help teachers plan individualized instruction, through

the use of learning centers, teacher aides, and parent

volunteers. Teachers organize their classrooms to

enable children to work in a stimulating environment

appropriate to their learning needs and offering self-

selecting instructional materials.

ANTECEDENTS

Needs,

The maximu\n development of every child's potential has

been one orthe major goals of public education in the

United States.

Educators are beginning to recognize the great importance

of tht early years of life in a person's total growth and

development. Remedial efforts later in a child's life are

More difficult and far less likely to succeed than efforts

to influence the learning process and environment in the
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early years. An effort should be made to identify and work

with adjustment problems as soon as possible.

History of Development

From December 15, 1971, through December 15, 1973,

Strategies in Early Childhood Education was funded through

Wisconsin's_Department of Public Instruction. This project

proved to be highly successful and was one of three Wisconsin

ESEA Title III projects in 1973 to be nominated and receive

national validation. During the 1974-1975 school year. the

project was funded as an ESEA Developer-Demonstrator Project.

6vDESCRIPTION OF THE PRACTICE

Based on a developmental model, children are screened

for early identification of learning needs. This assessment

L3

begins when the children enT:em,kindergarten. ,Results of

the screening are given to the classroom teachers who .begin

instruction at the appropriate level.

Instruction begins informally, with heavy emphaSis on

working independently and solving oine's own problems in an

environment created for selectivity and freedom. As children

begin to work independently, learning centers are setup.

The activities found in the learning 'centers or small group

activities are selected by the teacher from a prescriptiqn

guide according to each child's screening diagnosis.' As

activities within the centers are completed, children are
4s,

allowed to work in other centers According to their interests.
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Each objective in the program is behaviorally written

to allow the teacher to observe the child's performance on

an assigned activity. The child'continues with these acti-

vities until he or she is unable to perform the next task.

Instruction then begins with the assignment of new prescrip-

tivns. This procedure is repeated with every child on each

level.

o.
S'P'ECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS. AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION

the project has been Operating in traditional self- cs

contained classrooms'as well as larger open-concept classrooms.

Teachers have utilized. many creative ideas in* facilitating a

learning environment..

Self-instructional materials are a valuable tool Khen

implementing this program., Although their use is,not impera-
.

tive, cassette records, overhead projectors, etc., help

promote programactivities. The unusual application of the

traditional materials and equipment found in any good

kindergarten classroom has been a highlight of the project.

Teachers have been able to adapt many games and activities

to learning situations and now look at balls, puzzles, ropes,

etc., as learning tools rather than toys. Children complete

educational prescriptions through the use of toys.

VITAL STATISTICS

The project has been field tes ed and revised to the

point where no additional cos for development of materials
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are needed; however, staff development is vital to program

success. The preservice and inservice needs could be

completed in a minimum of 15 hours at an approximate cost

of $500.

In addition toostaff develOpment, materials needed at

the outset of the project are the screening materials, chart

of performance objectives, record chart, and prescription

guide. These materials and a few added supplies can be

obta,ined at approximately $2 per pupil.

EVALUATION

The prbject stressed change in two basic areas:

children's performance and teacher's attitudes towards

individualized instruction.

The effect of-the program on children has been impres-

sive. When deil.ing with children individually, most

negative behaviors have disapp'eared With respect to

improved achievement; five classes were randomly selected

and tested. Results over a period of four years indicate

that project students scored significantly higher on the

.getropolitan'Readiness Test than nonproject students.

An additional outcome not measured in the project was

the positive change in teachers' attitudes toward indivi-

dualized'instruction.

f
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CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Robert Schramm

Project Director

/>
Cooperative Educational Service Agency 13

908. West Main Street

Waupun, Wisconsin 53963
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CANT (CHILDREN AND PARENTS INVOLVED TOGETHER),
,J

sr

-NORTHWEST REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY

PORTLAND, OREGON

a

CAPiT (Children and Parents Involved Together) revOl-ves

at/ound parents as teachers and the home as a rich

learning environment. The program offers parents

alternati'e ways of working with presch 1 children and

provides written materials and scen ios for coping

with family problems. Families at want to be involved

in the program schedule appo tments with a specially

trained home visitor who he ps them work towards4heir

own family goals. These families also have access to

toys, books, and games for their children.

ANTECEDENTS

Needs

Many rural communities lac ic adequate preschool educational
/

opportunities. The distance 1\ between homes and the difficulty

of travel make scheduled group meetings unrealistic. As a

result, there are few n rs'ery schools, parent cooperativeS,

or educational kinderga tens readily available to rura

children. Within rural homes the family unit is strong,

offering great potential for early childhood development.
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History of Development

\

This program Was\developed as park of a l rger -effort

/

,

o \

aimed at improving rural education. Othr- aSpec s of the
,,

'program include inservic6 training fortechers, c rriculum,
.

development, Itive community involvement, d new o erational

methodS for support agencies and school organ z ions. CAPiT

stresses family involvement in offering prescho educa onal

opportunities in the home.,

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRACTICE

FampieS- etinvolve4 in the CAPi progtam with'assist7

ance from a home visitor who is a member of the commuft$ty.\

As family members undertake a chosen project, the home visit&

supports-anid !!ourages their efforts by practicing'helpful

,behavior4,during the visits,. By consciously selecting a

goal; pIahning hof4 tol'reach it, and looking careiblly at the

results, paTents guide their children's development. In

later projects, the family will have a better- idea of\l<hat

worked for them, the first time.

A typical family visit starts with in roducing a new

activity, 011ie, or toy to the child. T e is .then spent

discussing'Vhat has happened since the last visit, planning

for the week aheadeand examining and selecting useful

resturce,p. iThe home visitor makes notes of any concerns or tk.

materials and resources that are needed.
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The program has available a certain number of toys,

games: and'books for the families. 'In addition sponsoring
,

agencies, such as local school districts, establish Resource

Lending Services that can provide a wide range of toys,

games, pictures, even pets. These materials a-e designed to

i
-

mprove specific competencies in the child. The home

visitor demonstrates their use and the parents use these

materials to work with the-child in areas, such as reading,

motor development, etc. 'A Resource Lending Servite may be

located in a Storefront, a spare room in someone's home, a

school library, or a mobile van.

The program relies on the services of a Project COordi-
N,

nator who is responsible for the overall coordination and

management of the program. This person sets up the Resource
111

Lending Service, establishes links to community resources And

agencies, and arranges for training tii le. home visitors.

SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION

Any incorporated group--capable of receiving and hand"l"ing

funds--is a potential user of the CAPiT program. This group

might be administrators of a school district,.members cif a

church, or a group of parents who have incorporated for that

purpose. The major requirements are that the group should.

\a
be able and willing to provide the services of a Project

oordinator, the resources needed ray the homo visitors,

responsible fiscal management and space for staff memberS.
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Families in the community have to recognize their need for a

program of this type and volunteer to participate in it.

A traindng program must be set up which includes experi-

ences that are releva to those encountered, in home visits.

Formal training is cove', in 12 sessions that are spaced

throughout the first cycle of family visits. Throughout

training, emphasis isplaced on a "Do-Look-Learn" approach.

The materials used in training are designed to help,the home

visitor utilize existing marketed products.

Althoueh CAPiT is directed towards preschoolers, there
41,

are no restrictions in the number or ages of children in

family who may participate. It is important.to make. arl -

family members feel that they, are welcome to take pait

home visits.

VITAL STATISTICS

Potential adopters of the program need to consider costs

for training, tral5e1, setting up a Resource Lending Service,_

and purchasing office equipment and supplies. A training

prograewhith includes 30 to 40 families for a two -month

cycle of home vi would cost approximately $4,000. A

basic collection C4 materials for the Resource Lending Service

to serve the same number of families would cost approximately

$1,000. Additional costs for housing the CAPiT office,

providing program materials, and meeting extra personnel and

consultant needs might be covered thrpugh volunteer services

And contributions.
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EVALUATION

Although the progralis still in testing stages, results

from test communities indicte that CAPiT has been successful

in meeting its objectives.

CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Rowan Stutz

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

710 SW Second Avenue

Poitland, Oregon

(503)248-6835
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INFANT EDUCATION PROJECT

WEBER STATE COLLEGE4
OGDEN, UTAH

An expanding body of research is pointing to the

infancy period as the time when the child's self-

concept, curiosity, and feelings about the world take

root. Although there are many excellent preschool

programs all across the country, there are relatively

few which fdcus on the parent-child relationship during

the early years of the child's development. The 11111nt

Education Project provides this focus for parents of

children,'newborn to three years. This project will()

atteMbt to develop appropriate curriculum materials

and strategies for instructing parents of infants and

determining the effects of the curriculum on the

'children's development and on their parents' knowledge,

skills, arat attitudes.

ANTECEDENTS

Needs

An expanding body of research points \out that the roots

of the. ,child's intellectual development, self-concept,

relationships with parents, and curiosity about the world

in general all, have their fouhdations in earliest infancy.
s.
This research indicates the importance of the first three
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years of life in preparing the child for learning when he

or she enters school. A need exists for a program which

will bridge the educational gap for parents of very young

children. The Inf4nt Education Proj9tt attempts to provide

parents with the necessary knowledge, skills, and attitudes.

History of Development

In January 1972, a senior child development student at

Weber State College requested a community placement which

would offer an opportunity to work in some way with newborn,

infants and their mothers. Arrangements were made for the

student to come in and visit with the new mothers to explain

the development and learning capacities of the newborn child.
,

This assistance and information had not previously been

available to parents in this area from any other source.

This experience was so successful that Weber State

College began to place other students in similar situations.

Eventually, nearly every mother who delivered at one of the

local hospitals was contacted. In order to support parent

beyond the hospital visit and to develg a curriculum for

parents to use with their infants,,funding was requested

for a parent education project.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRACTICE

Parent contact begins during the postpartum hospital

stay. Mothers are contacted by an Infant Educator between

8 and 24 hours following delivery. During these visits the

104
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Infant Educator leaves information with the mother and later

discusses simple activities that parents may find helpful

to use with their child.

Parents are contacted again at home when their baby is

two weeks old. This contact re-establishes the rappoft

between the parents and the Infant Educator and an appointment

is made for a home visit.

During the home visit the Infant Educator presents and

discusses curriculum materials for parents of infants in

Specific age groups. This curriculum is in the form of a

p1inted brochure.

Three other contacts are made during the child's first.

year. These contacts are in the form of workshops which are

held in one of the community schools. In this way parents

and educators can work together 5gr the most ,coMplete develop-

ment of each child. These workshops coincide with curriculum

presentations geared to particular age groups (six months,

one year, etc.).

SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS AFFECTINOG IMPLEMENTATION

An informal approach is most successful. Occasionally,

new mothers are tired- or in pain-and the Visit should be kept

brief. At other times, they maj, be feeling bored and lonely,

and these visits should be much longer. There is no set

length of time for these initial visits. It shouldpe

mentioned, howftver, that if mothers are not interested, they

should be left alone,

89
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Infant Educators follow eaciLhospital's code of ethics
. ,

for volunteers. We have found that staff members are more

likely to feel at ease when they have taken part in some

hOspital orientation or training. Any gropp-imOemedting

;II'

a ogTam of this nature would want to be sure that the lines

.o communication between the profect and hospital are kept

open.
...-

Home visits are best kept short--approximately one hdur.

This is ample time to present the curriculum and include

other children in the home visit. If home visits are made

during the early evening hours it is possible toinclude the

father.

Although this project is presently located on a college

campus it could be easily implemented through existing school

systems.

All written materials are offered at a sixth grade

readability level.

VITAL STATISTICS

The Infant Education Project is currently funded by the

Uta'h State Board of Education. Since there is a large

/.research component the budget last year was $22,000. It

would be possible, however, to conduct the project at an

approximate cost of $25 per family for the first year or

18 months.
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EVALUATION

It is necessary to consider a five7year span for evalu-

ating this project. The pilot and research studies mus

follow the chronological giowth of-the child. Evaluation

of the.curriculum involves determining parents' progress

after exposure to project materials,

Since the ultimate goal of this program is to enliance

the development of the child (birth to three years), availabyt

instruments such as the Bayley Scafes-of Mental and Motor

Development will be employed to mea$ure development growth. ,

I
CONTACT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Elizabeth J. Olson, Director

Infant Education Project

Department of Family Life

Weber State College

3750 Harrison Boulevard,

Ogden, Utah 84408

Dr. William A. Daehling
bre.

-\Dep-artment, rInstructiOilal Development

Weber State College

3750 Harrison Boulevard

Ogden, Utah 84408
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UTILIZING THIS INFORMATION

If you have been looking, for ideas in early childhood

education, the practices collected here have robably given

you some suggestions. After all, they were selected because

they "work." For a number of reasons, however, you should

/not infer that they will necessarily work in your community.

First, there is no way for your community to replicate the

exact history of events that created the particular set of

circumstances that brought about each oOthese projects.

Secondly, each of the projects reported in this booklet was

developed to satisfy an identified set of needs that are

More or less peculiar to the characteristics of the community

and school settings, in which they operate. Your community

presents yet another unique setting. However, it is hoped

that_, these Tromising early childhood education practices

might provide some helpful examples of what might be accom-

plished in your community and that they might stimulate you

to develop comparable programs that are uniquely suited to

your own local needs.

When of cti change in rural communities and schools

it is impor ant that there be broad involvement and active

particiRationof parents, teachers, children, and citizens.

experience has shown that when new programs are Simple-

mented without soh broaddoarticipation, they seldom last

beyond the tenure of their principal advocate. Once goals

have been agreed upon and the problems related to reaching
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these goals have been identified and analyzed,, the group that

offers solution, will hopefully find such a publication as

"Early Childhood Education: promising Practices in Rural Areas'

a helpful res urce.

The pro ising practices described in this collection are

not recipes f r improving early childhood educational oppor-

tunities in rurat'se46ols, but<bopefully they contain some

very good ideas for getting started.
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